Word sense disambiguation (WSD) is a key factor in solving natural language processing problems. The purpose of WSD is to make computers automatically determine the specific meaning of a word in a specific context. In this regard, state-of-art studies have focussed on the co-occurrences of words to measure context similarity. However, a problem with these approaches is that they consider all the words within a certain range to have equal influence on the ambiguous word. In this paper, we propose a position-based algorithm for measuring context similarity. By assigning positional weights to context words, we compared the context similarity between a new instance and pre-labelled instances to determine the appropriate sense of the ambiguous word. Experiments on the Senseval-2 English lexical sample task showed that our algorithm can achieve good precision and recall. Even in a minimally supervised state, it performs well with few training instances.
Introduction
Human language can be ambiguous, because many words can be interpreted in multiple ways depending on the contexts they occur in. Word sense disambiguation (WSD) is the computational identification of meanings for words in contexts [1] . Most often, human beings understand the meaning of a word without even realizing the ambiguity of the word in that language. However, understanding ambiguous words is not that easy for machines. WSD has been considered to be an artificial intelligence (AI)-complete problem [2] . By analogy to nondeterministic polynomial time-completeness in complexity theory, its difficulty is equivalent to solving central problems of AI. WSD is a core research topic in natural language processing (NLP), and the outcomes of WSD are closely related to many NLP problems, such as machine translation, information retrieval and text classification.
According to the disambiguation process being supervised or not, there are two conventional approaches to WSD: supervised WSD and unsupervised WSD. For different variants of WSD, the appropriate approach differs. Lexical sample WSD, also known as targeted WSD, involves disambiguating the occurrences of a small sample of target words that have been previously selected. This task can label training data beforehand and, thus, supervised approaches are typically employed to obtain better results. On the other hand, the all-word WSD task needs to disambiguate all the words in a piece of running text. This type of task requires wide-coverage systems, and it is difficult to gain manually labelled data for the supervised system. In such a case, knowledge-based WSD systems, which rely on full-coverage knowledge resources, are more appropriate [1] . Knowledge-based WSD is an unsupervised WSD approach. It does not exploit any manually sense-tagged corpus; it exploits knowledge resources (such as dictionaries, thesauri, ontologies, etc.) to determine the meanings of words in context [3] . Because it uses large amounts of structured knowledge, it has the advantage of a wider coverage.
So far, a great disparity exists with regard to accuracy between unsupervised and supervised approaches. However, supervised methods always suffer from the problem of data sparseness. In order to have less dependency on manual effort, we use the principle of unsupervised methods. Furthermore, to ensure good accuracy, we use some training data as the knowledge resource. Similarity measurement (SM) is employed in this case. The existing SM methods usually consider words in a range around the ambiguous word as its context. All these words are equally treated. However, words close to the ambiguous word should have a greater influence than those further away. Lv and Zhai [4] investigated the position-based relationship between words and developed a positional language model. They proposed that two words influence each other differently as the distance between them changes. Based on this positional interrelationship of words, we developed a positional weighted WSD system (PWWS) in this paper. We use the tuple < word, context > to represent the relationship between an ambiguous word and its context. For this, pre-labelled instances are used, and a new instance is compared with the labelled instances on the basis of word distribution and is classified as having sense with a similar context.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we review and discuss the state-of-art WSD algorithms. In Section 3, we research how the distance feature of context words influences the ambiguous word. The construction of the PWWS system is also discussed in this section. Then, in Section 4, we devise a set of experiments to find the most appropriate distance weighting function for our system. With the chosen function, we compare the results with other WSD systems on the Senseval-2 English Lexical Sample task. Thereafter, we present a comparative analysis and discussion. The final section presents the conclusions of this study.
Related work
Almost all machine learning methods have been applied to WSD. Supervised WSD methods take advantage of largescale corpuses that contain manually pre-labelled word senses to extract features of a particular word sense. With these features, they develop classifiers or classification rules by using machine learning methods. Among the supervised WSD methods, some of the better approaches include regularized least squares classification (RLRC) based systems, memorybased learning systems and support vector machine (SVM) based systems [3] . These systems are considered better because of their adaptability to high-dimension feature space. In addition, statistical learning algorithms have been introduced into WSD, as described by Azzini et al. [5, 6] , who proposed a supervised WSD system that was based on the neutral network and the evolution algorithm. Yu et al. [7] compared the performances of neutral network and SVMbased algorithms and found that SVM-based methods performed better on disambiguation, whereas neutral network based methods were more suitable for evaluating the effect of linguistic features on the target word.
Data sparseness poses a challenge for supervised methods. To overcome this challenge, semi-supervised approaches have been proposed. They introduce a bootstrapping algorithm to obtain a large amount of labelled data. The bootstrapping algorithm uses a few labelled data as the seed to train an initial classifier. The classified raw data with great confidence will be added to the seed set. This process is repeated until sufficient labelled data are obtained. The Yarowsky algorithm [8] was an early version of such methods. It utilized the characteristic of human language that a word in one passage may have only one sense. However, it was proved to be impractical in practical applications in the real world by Sanchez-de-Madariaga and Fernandez-del-Castillo [9] . They devised and presented a new bootstrapping mechanism for the Yarowsky algorithm to make it adapt to the real corpus. In addition, to the bootstrapping algorithm, utilization of word alignment is also a resolution. Chan et al. [10] obtained labelled data from an English-Chinese parallel corpus. An optimization was proposed by Zhong and Ng [11] , who found Chinese synonyms in the English-Chinese parallel corpus and bilingual lexicon. Similarly, Kishida and Ishita [12] used a sentence-aligned bilingual corpus, which they used to build a context-based cross-language transition probability model to deal with WSD tasks.
Unlike supervised approaches, unsupervised approaches can obtain sense-related features directly from raw data or a machine-readable lexicon. They cluster instances by senses based on the hypothesis that words with similar senses appear in similar contexts [13] . The Lesk algorithm [14] is a classical knowledge-based unsupervised algorithm. It was based on the folling hypothesis: words used together in text are related to each other and the relation can be observed in the definitions of the words and their senses. Efforts have been made to improve the Lesk algorithm. Gaona et al. [15] proposed an effective sense-allocation mechanism to the Lesk algorithm by extracting the statistical information of a word in both context and annotation. In addition to Lesk-based approaches, an unsupervised system named UNED-LS-U [16] has become well known. A symmetric matrix of co-occurrence for words was constructed as the base of a correlation matrix with the common information measure between words. This correlation matrix worked well on all-word WSD, but had some problems on the lexical sample WSD. The reason for this was that unrelated words rarely appear in both context and sense definition. A solution for this that involved extracting preference and layer information from the corpus to extend the sense annotation was proposed sometime later by Fernandez-Amoros et al. [17] .
To date, the best unsupervised systems are mostly based on the construction of a co-occurrence graph with lexicon resources such as WordNet [18] and Roget's Thesaurus. In addition, other knowledge has been introduced to WSD. Pinto et al. [19] made use of a bilingual statistical lexicon to overcome cross-language WSD and cross-language lexical substitution. The biggest online encyclopaedia, Wikipedia, supplies a new knowledge base for WSD. Fogarolli [20] researched the link structure in Wikipedia to learn the lexicographic relations, whereas Turdakov and Kuznetsov [21] directly analysed the semantic relationships of the concepts provided by Wikipedia. Li et al. [22] extracted key phrases from titles and anchor texts in an attempt to disambiguate the key phrases by analysing the generality and relationship between topics and contexts. Multiple knowledge resources have been combined for more information. For example, Zavitsanos et al. [23] merged WordNet and Wikipedia to map text to ontology.
Recently, supervised approaches have been held to be superior with regard to their performance in disambiguation. However, they face a bottleneck when confronted by data sparseness. Although it is true that a bootstrapping algorithm can obtain large quantities of labelled data, these data are not confidently correct. On the other hand, unsupervised approaches require no manually labelled data, but their performances are just passable. In this paper, we try to obtain good accuracy on disambiguation while simultaneously reducing reliance on manual efforts. We used the idea of unsupervised algorithms and some training data as the knowledge resource. If a new instance has a similar context to the samples of a particular sense, it is probable that it will have the same sense. The benefit of this is that the number of training instances for each sense is not necessarily large. Our system performs well even when few training instances are involved.
The performance of an unsupervised system depends on the way it measures similarity. In current approaches, all context words within a particular window are treated equivalently. In instances such as 'the bank near the river', the identification of the correct sense for the word 'bank' with a context 'river' may be difficult. Our resolution is to weight the context features by the distance between words. Distant words have a weaker influence on the ambiguous word. In the former example, the word 'river' is not that close to 'bank' as in the phrase 'a river bank'. We thus consider it to be not so important for the sense selection of 'bank'. We can measure the similarity between contexts more precisely and reduce instances of misinterpretation with the use of positional weights.
Positional weighted WSD system

Problem definition
Let us assume the ambiguous word to be w, and its context to be C. The word w may have several senses, and they can be represented as a sense collection, senses w = {s 1 , s 2 , ., s n }. Meanwhile, for each sense s i ∈ senses w, w could occur in multiple contexts. These contexts can be represented as a context collection, CS(w,s) = {C 1 , C 2 , ., C m }.
For simplicity, we define several symbols to describe the relationship between the word w and its context C as follows. Definition 1. Tuple < w,C > represents that word w occurs in context C. Triple < w,s,C > represents that word w occurs in context C with a sense s. Definition 2. Triple < w,s,CS > represents that word w occurs in context collection CS with a sense s. That is, for word w with an arbitrary context C j ∈ CS, we have < w,s,C j > . Therefore, we know that < w,s,CS > = < w,s,C j > , where the equality sign indicates the equivalence relation.
As mentioned earlier, WSD is designed to automatically identify the meaning of a word in context. This can be transformed into a classification problem if we consider a word sense s as a category. Using the symbols defined above, the mission of WSD is actually to find the most appropriate category < w,s,CS > for < w,C > . To achieve this goal, our strategy is to find the most similar context collection CS to context C. To measure the similarity of < w,C > and < w,s,CS > , we continue to define the following symbols. Definition 3. < w,C > ffi < w,C# > indicates that the contexts C and C# of word w are similar; < w,C > ffi < w,s,C# > indicates that the context C in which word w occurs is similar to the context C# in which word w occurs with sense s. In this instance, the symbol ffi implies that the two contexts are similar to each other, where the equal sign means they are completely the same. Definition 4. < w,C >~< w,s,CS > indicates that the context C in which word w occurs is similar to the context collection CS in which word w occurs with sense s. Here, symbol~indicates that the context is similar to the context collection. The absence of the equal sign means that it is impossible for a context to be entirely the same as a context collection.
According to these definitions and the hypothesis that words with similar sense occur in similar context, we can obtain the following deduction.
The mission of WSD is then to find < w,s,C 0 > or < w,s,CS > , for which < w,C > ffi < w,s,C 0 > or < w,C > ∼ < w,s,CS > holds true.
Similarity measurement with vector space model
To find similar context < w,s,C 0 > or context collection < w,s,CS > for < w,C > , we have to introduce the SM. A common method for SM is to make use of the vector space model (VSM). VSM is one of the best-known approaches for text representation. It is based on the idea that text can be transformed into several elements of the vector space in which each element corresponds to a separate term [24, 25] .
In VSM, the basic linguistic unit is called a feature. It is a component word of context C. We use cw to represent it, and C is a set of cw: C = fcw 1 ,cw 2 , . . . ,cw k g. Weights are attached to the features to indicate their respective importance to context C. We call this weight the character value (cv) of the feature. For a context C comprising K features, we use cv k ðcw k ,CÞ to represent the character value of the kth feature cw k . We use cv k as a shorter form for cv k ðcw k ,CÞ, and a context C can be represent by C = Cððcw 1 ,cv 1 Þ,ðcw 2 ,cv 2 Þ, . . . ,ðcw k ,cv k ÞÞ. This is called the vector representation of context C. In brief, we use
The cosine similarity is one of the most common measurements for two vectors. After transforming the contexts into vectors, we can calculate the similarity by measuring the cosine of the angle between vectors. However, features differ in different contexts, and variants of cosine similarity have been presented to cope with this problem. The Tanimoto coefficient [26] is one of the most widely used variants, and it is also called the Generalized Jaccard Coefficient. The cosine similarity metric can be extrapolated such that it yields the Jaccard Coefficient in the case of binary attributes. The Tanimoto Coefficient between contexts C 1 and C 2 can be calculated as follows:
Here, cv 1i and cv 2i represent the character values of the ith features of contexts C 1 and C 2 , respectively. To measure the character value of cw, the tf-idf (term frequency -inverse document frequency) technology is applied. The tf-idf is one of the most widely used transformation schemes. Zheng et al. used this scheme to calculate query likelihood [27] . The weight of a term, which means the character value of a context word in this paper, refers to its importance in the context. The tf-idf is based on the statistics of a word; here, tf means the frequency of occurrence of a context word, whereas idf is a measure of term commonness across all contexts. A word is more important to a sense if it appears more frequently in this sense category and less frequently in all the contexts.
The frequency of a word is probability larger in long text than in short text. To avoid tending to long texts, tf is usually defined with a normalization factor as follows:
Here, tf(cw,C) represents the term frequency of word cw in context C, n cw,C means the number of times the word cw appears in context C and P k n cw,k is the normalization factor. The Idf is obtained by dividing the total number of documents by the number of documents containing the term, and then taking a logarithm of that quotient.
In this equation, jCj means the total number of contexts in the complete training set; jfC:C3 cwgjj is the number of contexts where the word cw appears (i.e. tf(cw,C) 6 ¼ 0). If the word is not in the samples, this will lead to a division-by-zero. We, therefore, adjust it to jfC:C3 cwgj + 1. Based on tf-idf, the character value of a context word cw in context C can be calculated as its tf-idf weight. That is, cvðcw, CÞ = tf-idf ðcw, CÞ = tf ðcw, CÞ · idfðcwÞ = n cw,C P k n cw,k
In recent research, only words with relatively large weights were considered as feature candidates. Words such as prepositions that appear universally tend to have large idf values. They are probably not considered as features. However, we consider such cases as 'in the bank' and 'on the bank'. The prepositions in the two phrases clearly indicate the meaning of the word 'bank'. Universal words might be helpful in some cases of WSD. To take advantage of this, we do not extract features with large tf-idf values before commencing WSD. Instead, we give them different weights as their partof-speech can vary. Nouns and verbs may have larger weight than prepositions. In addition, this weight changes as the part-of-speech of the ambiguous word changes. Generally speaking, adjectives have greater effects on nouns and adverbs on verbs. Prepositions influence both nouns and verbs and, therefore, they have the same weight in these two cases.
Positional weighting model
It is not only the part-of-speech of words that influences the importance of a context word to the ambiguous word. As mentioned earlier in this paper, the distance between the words affects their relationship markedly. The existing methods only consider the number of occurrences of a context word. They do not care about where it occurs. Words far from the ambiguous word might not even be related to it. They might disturb the disambiguation of the target word, because they have the same weight as the words near the target word. Lv and Zhai [4] discuss the influence of distance between words in text, and have constructed a positional language model. According to this model, the relationship between two words weakens as the distance between them increases.
The main purpose of this paper is to introduce the position-based relationship between words into the context vector space model. We add positional weights to the character values of the context words. To measure the distance between a context word cw and the ambiguous word w, we have some more definitions, as described below. Using a concept similar to that of Lv and Zhai, the influence of context word cw on ambiguous word w can be calculated with a function about d w . We write it as W w ðd w Þ, and the value of W w ðd w Þ decreases as d w increases.
We then consider a condition where the two context words cw 1 and cw 2 appear in different sentences but with same word distances, d w1 = d w2 . Assume that cw 1 is in the same sentence with the w while cw 2 is not. It is obvious that cw 1 should be more important to w. However, we cannot differentiate between cw 1 and cw 2 unless we introduce the concept of sentence distance. It is possible that a single word cw appears in different positions in a context. Its positional weight in context is the average of positional weights in all these positions:
Weight dist ðcw,CÞ in the above formula represents the positional weight of cw in C; n cw is the number of times cw appears in C; d k indicates the overall distance of cw in its kth appearance, while d After the definition of positional weight, we now have to find an appropriate function to describe how positional weight declines. Lv and Zhai proposed an experimental method to find the positional function. They experimented on several kernels and found the Gaussian one to be most suitable. However, this is not constant in different language models. Unlike general language models, we only focus on the words that have a direct influence on our target word. This difference makes it inappropriate to adapt Gaussian function to our algorithm. In practice, we similarly consider five classic distribution functions and find the best by experiments. The five functions we choose include:
1. Gaussian distribution function:
Triangle function:
Circle function:
Cosine function:
The parameter σ controls the rate of decline of a function and it is unknown. The best value of σ differs in different corpuses. The general terms may affect the entire text, and a larger σ works better in such cases. However, this is not the case as discussed above. We select a relatively small σ in our system. The experiments confirm that a smaller σ works better.
Because the distance of cw to w includes two components, as described previously, we have to undertake two steps to find the best function for our positional weight.
First, we try a different value of σ on each word distance function. In this phase, we consider only word distance to influence the positional weight and find the best σ. Second, we evaluate different sentence distance functions based on the chosen word distance functions. We have to identify the best function and corresponding σ in this phase.
We do not determine the best word distance function in the first phase. It is possible that a worse function would perform best after revision by the sentence distance. This will be verified in the experiments.
Word sense selection
After determining the distance function of cw in C, we are able to calculate the character value of cw with its positional weight. After adding a positional weight, cvðcw,CÞ becomes: cvðcw,CÞ = tf-idfðcw,CÞ · Weight dist ðcw,CÞ ð 11Þ
Applying equation (11) to the Tanimoto coefficient, we can obtain the measure of similarity between < w,C > and each < w,s i ,C i > in the training set. We write the similarity Simð < w,C > , < w,s i ,C i > Þ in a shorter form as SimðC,C i Þ and we obtain the following formula:
We know that < w,C > ffi < w,s,C i > ) < w,s,C i > ; however, in practical application, it would be more suitable to have < w,C > ∼ < w,s,CS > . The Tonimoto coefficient is not available for the similarity measurement between a context and a context collection. From definition 2, we know that < w,s,CS > = f < w,s,C i > g, where C i ∈ CS. We define the similarity between < w,C > and < w,s,CS > as the average value of SimðC,C i Þ, where C i ∈ CS. Using Simð < w,C > , < w,s i ,CS i > Þ as the similarity between a context C and a context collection CS, and SimðC,CSÞ as its shorter form, we have:
Here, jCSj is short for j < w,s,CS > j and means the amount of contexts with sense s. C i means the ith context in CS. We tend to word sense with a greater similarity generally. However, word sense is unnecessarily independent; < w,C > can be similar to several contexts with different senses. We introduce a conditional probability Pðs n jSimð < w,C > , < w,s n ,CS n > ÞÞ to help us determine the similarity. This probability means the probability to choose sense s n when the similarity is Simð < w,C > , < w,s n ,CS n > Þ.We use a score Scoreð < w,C > , < w,s n ,CS n > Þ to measure the possibility that < w,C > would choose sense s n . Using the shorter form ScoreðC,CS n Þ, we have:
ScoreðC,CS n Þ = SimðC,CS n Þ × Pðs n jSimðC,CS n ÞÞ = 1 jCS n j X jCS n j i¼1 SimðC,C ni Þ × Pðs n jSimðC,CS n ÞÞ,C ni ∈ CS n ð14Þ
Here, CS n means the context collection with the nth sense s n , and jCS n j is the amount of contexts it contains. C ni represents the ith context in CS n .
It is not easy to obtain the value of Pðs n jSimðC,CS n ÞÞin practice. According to the Bayesian theory, we know that Pðs n jSimðC,CS n ÞÞ / PðSimðC,CS n Þjs n Þ × Pðs n Þ, where PðSimðC,CS n Þjs n Þ represents the probability of having a similarity SimðC,CS n Þ in the case where w has sense s n , and Pðs n Þ represents the prior probability of s n . Equation (14) can be changed to the following form:
If a large amount of training data is available, PðSimðC,CS n Þjs n Þ and Pðs n Þ can be obtained from these data. However, this is not the case in this paper. We have to perform an approximation with the limited training data. Because SimðC,CS n Þ is a concrete value, we divide the similarity region into several small regions. We approximate PðSimðC,CS n Þjs n Þ as the frequency that SimðC,CS n Þ occurs in a particular region in case of s n . For the regions in which SimðC,CS n Þ never occurs, we give them an equal probability of 1=ðN s + N r Þ, where N s and N r represent the number of samples and regions, respectively. On the other hand, we use WordNet as a supplement and count the frequency of occurrence of s n as the approximation of Pðs n Þ. In the extreme situation that only one training sample is provided, we can assume that each region has a probability 1=ð1 + N r Þ, and Pðs n Þ can be obtained from WordNet.
According to the above, the most appropriate sense is the one to make the score ScoreðC,CS n Þ the largest. That is,
As word senses have some similarity themselves, a word may have multiple senses in context. We output all possible senses as a guess result. Each of the guessed senses has a weight indicating their probability of being chosen, which is actually the score obtained in equation (15) .
Overview of the PWWS
As described above, the word sense disambiguation task can be solved by comparing the context similarity of the samples and the new instance. For the words to be disambiguated, the context words with different parts-of-speech have different influence. In PWWS, we give them different weights of part-of-speech to differentiate their importance. Other than that, a positional weighting model is built in order to describe the positional relation between context words and the target word. The distance is divided into two parts, which are word distance and sentence distance. Our strategy is that it is not only the distance between words that affects their relationship. Which sentences they are in also matters. Our positional weighting model is thus the product of a word distance function and a sentence distance function. These functions will be discussed in Section 4 to find the best model for word sense disambiguation. With the positional weights, we can measure the similarity between contexts more precisely for the target word. However, in practice the context similarity between the new instance and the sample set would be more trustworthy. We proposed a method to measure the similarity between a single instance and an instance set in Section 3.4. Furthermore, we consider the condition that word senses have similarities themselves. The final output of the system would be all the senses with a certain similarity score. The validities of the PWWS and its limited supervised version, L-PWWS, will then be proved in Section 4 with some tests.
Experiments
We experiment with the dataset of the Senseval-2 English Lexical Sample task in this section. Following the two steps described in Section 3.3, we first observe the performance with only word distance. Different functions are tested with various parameters. After determining the best parameter for word distance functions, we add the sentence distance and find the best corresponding sentence distance function. We select the combination with the best performance as our positional weight function. With this best function, we randomly pick different amounts of training data to observe how our algorithm depends on training data. Finally, we compare our results with the existing systems.
Dataset and benchmark
Senseval is an international organization devoted to the evaluation of WSD systems. They provided a unified criterion to estimate the advantages and disadvantages of WSD systems. In this paper, our algorithm is mainly aimed at the English Lexical Sample WSD. Senseval-2 provided 12,939 instances of 73 words on this task. These contained 8,611 instances for training and 4328 instances for testing. The word sense was labelled in a WordNet manner.
The benchmark for the performance of WSD systems includes precision and recall. Precision indicates the percentage of correctly identified words among all labelled words by the system. Recall is the ratio of words correctly labelled by the system among all words that can be labelled. There are two types of evaluation criteria: fine-grained and coarsegrained. The fine-grained criterion requires an exact match of word sense. On the other hand, the coarse-grained criterion considers the affiliation of word senses. It first maps the sub-senses to main senses, and a guessed sense is estimated to be correct if its main sense matches with the answer. Irrespective of fine-grained or coarse-grained criterions, the consulting result is not required to be unique. If only one sense is provided as output by the system, it receives 1 point if it is correct. In case of multiple outputs, the score that a system receives is the sum of weights of correct senses. These two criteria describe the WSD performance under different sense granularities, and they are both considerable. Therefore, we evaluate our system under both criteria.
Positional weighting function
Initially, we know nothing about the word distance and sentence distance functions. As described in Section 3.3, we construct two-step experiments. In Section 4.2.1, the five functions are tested with different parameters. In Section 4.2.2, different sentence distance functions and their parameters are tested on the basis of the results of Section 4.2.1.
4.2.1.
Finding the best word distance function and its parameter. In this phase, we assume only word distance influence on the importance of a context word. That is, all the words within a p-window have an equal sentence distance weight of 1.
We test with several values of parameter σ for each of the five functions. Here, a relatively small value of σ is more appropriate. This has been discussed in Section 3.3. In the triangle, circle and cosine functions, σ can be equivalent to the size of context window. In the Gaussian distribution function, σ is approximated to half of the window size. Furthermore, in the power function, the window size is approximately 1=σ. With these rules, we obtained results shown in Tables 1-5. 1. Gaussian distribution function:
2. Triangle function:
Circle function: 5. Power function: Tables 1-5 show the coarse-grained precision and recall of the five functions with different σ. We find that a power function with σ = 50 performs best in the case where only word distance is considered.
4.2.2.
Finding the best sentence distance function in case of different word distance function. After determining the best parameter for each of the five functions, we revised these functions with a sentence distance function. We experimented with different functions and different parameters, and Table 6 shows the result of the five word distance functions with their most appropriate sentence distance function. The parameters for the word distance functions are selected with regard to the highest coarse-grained recall.
From both fine-grained and coarse-grained results, it can be seen that the system shows optimal balance when word distance function is a power function with σ = 0:05 and sentence distance function is a triangle function with σ = 2. Then, the positional weights can be calculated by the overall function as follows:
It is clear that our system performs better by considering both word and sentence distances. The idea that word distance comprises both word and sentence distance is proved to be true. In addition, the best word distance function is the cosine function in the first phase, but it is not considered to provide the best overall function. This result completely concurs with our hypothesis in Section 3.3. 
Results and analysis
Our algorithm manages to work with a few labelled samples. To test its performance under limited supervised conditions, we randomly selected one-half, one-third and one-quarter of the samples from the training dataset. Table 7 shows the results with different amounts of training data. It is notable that, even when one-quarter of training data are involved, which is only half of the testing data, our algorithm maintains a stable performance. We call this the limited positional weighted WSD system (L-PWWS) under such conditions. The L-PWWS maintains a coarse-grained recall of 65.4%. Although the recall falls when the amount of training data is decreased, the precision is not affected significantly. The reduction of precision is not more than 3.5%. This implies that our algorithm does slightly rely on the training data. However, it is true that there is some difficulty in disambiguating words with many senses that have a complex relationship with each other. We attribute this to the fact that we selected training data randomly and some senses may have had no training sample.
We compared the results of both PWWS and L-PWWS with several classical algorithms on Senseval-2 English Lexical Sample task; JHU(R) was found to be the best system for this task, followed by SMUIs and KUNLP. In addition, some well-known systems, such as Duluth 3 and UNED-LS-T, which is the supervised version of UNED, were used in this task. These systems are all supervised and showed better results. The best unsupervised system was UNED-LS-U, which was the unsupervised version of UNED. Other unsupervised algorithms such as ITRI-WASPSWor and IIS 2(R) had a coarse-grained recall of less than 40%. Two baseline algorithms were selected in this comparison. One is the MFS Baseline, which is a classifier that always outputs the most frequent sense, and the other is the Lesk Baseline. Figures 1 and 2 show the results of fine-grained and coarse-grained criteria, respectively. Our PWWS system obtained fine-grained precision and recall of 61.1 and 60.3%, respectively. These values are slightly lower than the top three algorithms in Figure 1 . However, when we consider Figure 2 , we find that PWWS ranks first in coarse-grained scoring. It obtained coarse-grained precision and recall of 76.7 and 76.0%, respectively. Similarly, we find that L-PWWS performs well among these systems. Its fine-grained result is beyond the secondary level of supervised systems, and is 10% higher than the best unsupervised system. However, in the coarse-grained criterion, it fares slightly worse than the top supervised systems in recall.
We looked into the results of each word and found that the words with only two or three senses can have precision of > 85%. Some words even reached a precision of 90%. For words with more senses, it was possible for them to have good results if these senses were independent of each other. On the other hand, only 40% were correctly labelled for words that had more than 20 senses. The accuracy deteriorates when phrases are considered. Interestingly, the precision of 40% is about the same as that in unsupervised systems.
A possible explanation of why such a gap occurs is that our algorithm relies on the similarity between contexts. It is based on the hypothesis that similar words appear in similar contexts. According to this premise, however, similar senses may also have similar contexts. Therefore, similar senses might interpret each other. In addition, data sparseness can be a cause, but the result of L-PWWS indicates that it is less important. From the comparison of fine-grained and coarsegrained results, it is apparent that misinterpretations usually occur in main sense and sub-sense. Therefore, the main difficulty in disambiguating complex words is the similarity between their senses.
Complexity discussion
In this section, we discuss the computation complexity of our WSD algorithm. Our algorithm can be considered to consist of two stages, which are the training stage and the testing stage. As we only consider the context words in a p-window around the target word, we have to calculate the distances and the positional weights for 2p words. Other than that, we have to calculate the tf-idf value for these 2p words and this process has a time complexity of O(p). We assume that n training samples are used in the training stage. Because p is relatively small, the total time complexity is nOðpÞ = OðnÞ. In the testing stage, we have to compare the similarity to all the training samples of the target words. Assuming we have k samples for this word, the time for similarity comparisons is O(k). As k is related to the total number of training samples n and k ≤ n, the time complexity is no more than O(n). If there are m testing samples, the time complexity will be O(nm) in the testing stage for the PWWS. This is about the average level among these algorithms. However, considering the limited supervised version of our algorithm, the number of training samples is limited to a certain bound. In our experiments, k is about 60 on average. In this case, k can be considered as a constant and the time complexity becomes O(m). This is approximately the same as the simplest baseline algorithm MFS.
Conclusions
Word sense disambiguation is an important issue in natural language processing. It is the basis of machine translation, information retrieval, text classification and speech recognition. In this paper, we have provided a resolution for WSD on the basis of a positional relation between context words and the ambiguous word. We reported that closer context words have greater effects on the ambiguous word. We studied the positional weighting model in an experimental way, and found that the best performance can be obtained by using power and triangle functions as the word distance and sentence distance functions, respectively. The experiments on the Senseval-2 English Lexical Sample task showed good performances in the coarse-grained criterion by both our PWWS and L-PWWS systems.
Finally, some limitations should be considered. We only considered the frequency and position of context words, but the ambiguity of the context itself was not considered. A context word itself should be considered together with its surrounding words in future work. Our algorithm can be extended to all-word disambiguation. In addition, a very important limitation lies in the fact that word senses have similarities themselves. This problem can hardly be expounded in this paper. In fact, different sense gratuities are required in different NLP missions and word sense reduction is required. Therefore, further investigation into the relationship between word senses is needed. Introducing WordNet-like lexicons to learn sense similarity is a possible approach. These aspects need to be explored in further research studies.
